
Knitting With Beads
Presented by Twice Sheared Sheep

Taught by Dawn Prickett
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Adding Beads - 4 Ways
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Crochet Hook Method - 
Using a crochet hook, or other tool to slide beads onto individual stitches either before 
or after knitting.

Pros: 
 - Easy to place beads whenever you want!
 - No need to count beads ahead of time
 - Beads sit nicely on stitches and don’t move around

Cons:
 - Is one of the most time consuming methods of bead placement
 - Limits knitting on the go since you need to bring along your beads 
 and crochet hook
 - Limits the size of beads used to only those with holes large enough 
 for a crochet hook 

Pre-strung Method -
Using a fine needle or beading needle, place a pre-counted number of beads on your 
yarn. Slide them along until a bead is needed, then knit the bead into the stitch.

Pros:
 - The MOST convenient method if you are placing a lot of beads
 - Allows for easy knitting on the go because your beads are always 
 with you and there is no risk of spilling them
 - Allows for smaller beads to be used since the only restriction on 
 bead size is that the hole is large enough to slide easily along the 
 yarn

Cons:
 - Adding more beads requires breaking the working yarn
 - Sliding beads along the length of the yarn can be damaging on 
 more delicate yarns
 - It can become tedious to continually slide a large number of beads 
 along for large projects
 - If you accidentally missed a bead, you will need to unravel to 
 fix the mistake
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Carry Along Method -
Pre-string beads onto a separate thread or fine yarn then hold this thread along with the 
working yarn while knitting

Pros:
 - Gives all of the benefits of the pre-strung method
 - Only need to carry along on beading rows
 - Saves wear and tear on your yarn from sliding beads
 - Allows for beads of all types irregardless of their hole size
 - Can add reinforcing to delicate yarns

Cons: 
 - The carry along thread can alter the drape and characteristics of the 
 fabric
 - It can be di�cult to maintain consistent tension between the working 
 yarn and the carry along thread, especially if the yarn is quite stretchy
 - The carry along thread may be visible in the final piece

Afterthought Method -
Taking a needle and thread and embroidering beads on after the piece is completed.

Pros:
 - Allows for the WIDEST variety of beads to be used
 - Beads can be placed anywhere irregardless of stitch placement
 - Allows you to see the full piece and how the beads will interact before 
 committing to them
 - Spruce up even old projects 

Cons: 
 - The most time consuming method of placing beads
 - Beads can be di�cult to remove
 - Beads float on top of the fabric instead of becoming a part of it 
 so beads may not lay as flat or smoothly as other methods
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Bead Sizes
Beads come in various sizes and shapes but are listed using 2 di�erent size notations.

 1) Seed beads are the most common beads used in knitting and are classified by 
number such as 6, 8, 10, 12, etc. This is also shown as 6/0, 8/0, 10/0 & 12/0

 The larger the number, the SMALLER the bead.
 **Size 6/0 and 8/0 are the most commonly used sizes for knitting 
  with beads.
 **Size 6/0 beads are recommended for the crochet method as the 
  hole in size 8/0 beads is too small for many crochet hooks

 2) Other beads are classified by their size in mm. This does NOT, 
 however, tell us the size of the hole in the bead, which is one of 
 the most important considerations when knitting with beads.
 
 In general, if the bead is classified by it’s mm size, it will have a 
 smaller hole size and is only recommended for use with the 
 “Carry Along” method or the “Afterthought” method. Plastic beads 
 are the exception to this rule as they tend to always have fairly 
 large hole sizes.

Bead Types
 Beads come in a wide variety of shapes, styles, and materials. All 
 can be used in knitting using one of the 4 methods described in 
 this book. 

 The most common beads used in knitting are seed beads, which 
 are small round glass beads, but you are certianly not limited to 
 these when choosing your beads. 

 Try using long tube beads called bugles in between stitches, or 
 drop shaped beads placed like sequins. Try embroidering real 
 pearls on after the fact, or experimenting with metal scale beads.

 What you can do is only limited by your imagination!
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Beads For Knitters 101



The Crochet Method
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Place a bead on the 
crochet hook

Hook the crochet 
hook through the 
stitch

Remove the stitch 
from the needle

Slide the bead over the 
tip of the crochet hook 
and onto the stitch

Slide the stitch back 
onto the left needle

Pre-string beads onto 
floss or thread

Thread the end of the 
floss through the 
stitch and then tuck 
back through the bead

Slide the bead onto the 
stitch, then place the 
stitch back on the left 
needle

Work the stitch before 
placing a bead

Place a bead as 
normal, then return to 
the right needle

For decreases or other 
patterned stitches

Tip:
If you can’t find a 
crochet hook small 
enough for your 
beads, a piece of 
dental floss (super-
floss is nice and 
rigid) or a needle 
and sewing thread 
may be used 
instead.

Tip:
Specially made beading needles allow you to store and place your beads all in one tool. This Lacis 
Verna X needle has a thin wire body and a sharp crochet hook at one end the same width as the 
body.
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The Pre-Strung Method
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Thread the yarn 
through the eye of the 
needle

Load the crochet hook 
with beads

Wrap the yarn around 
the hook and pull snug

Slide the beads onto 
the yarn

Place beads on the 
needle until the needle 
is full

Slide the beads onto 
the yarn

Repeat until the 
desired number of 
beads are on the yarn

Repeat until the 
desired number of 
beads are on the yarn

Place beads on the running 
thread between stitches 
(shows best on the wrong 
side)

Slide bead into position and 
knit as normal

Place beads on the vertical 
thread going over the needle. 
Either leg works (shows well 
on both sides)

Using a crochet hook

Beads can be placed 2 
ways

Using a beading 
needle

Tip:
Some of the best beading tools can be found in the dental isle 
of your local grocery store! 

These floss threaders make the best beading needles. They’re 
rigid, easy to see, sturdy, cheap, and easily available!



The Carry Along Method

Afterthought Method
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Pre-string beads onto 
a separate thread as 
per the Pre-Strung 
Method

Tack thread down by 
looping it through the 
knitting

A securely placed 
bead

Weave thread through 
knitting to next bead 
position or break and start 
again

Pickup a bead and 
slide it onto the thread

Slide the bead into 
position

Tack the bead into 
position by looping the 
thread back through 
the knitting

Tack again by running 
the thread through the 
bead again and then 
through the knitting if 
necessary

Knit with the 
working yarn and the 
beading thread held 
together as one

Slide beads into 
position as come to 
each bead location

Knit as normal

Tip:
When pre-stringing beads, pull your yarn from the OUTSIDE 
of the center pull ball or skein. This allows you to neatly wrap the 
beads around the ball between knitting sessions and helps 
prevent tangling.



Filigree Essentials Bag
Practice 

Size: 7 1/2” long x 3 1/2“ wide

Blocked Gauge:
36 stitches / 48 rows = 4”

Materials:
- Approx 100 yrds fingering 
weight yarn
- Size 1 (2.25mm) needles (or size 
needed to obtain gauge)
- Approx 550 size 8/0 beads 
(approx 14g of beads)
- Yarn needle 

Abbreviations:
K - Knit
P - Purl
BO - Bind O�

Directions:
Cast on 30 stitches using the magic cast on (60 stitches total, 30 on each needle)
Knit 5 rounds

Beaded Chart Body:
Knit across 30 stitches of chart placing beads as indicated, knit 30 stitches of back.
Repeat for each round of chart until chart is completed.

Knit 2 rounds

Bind O� and Begin Strap:
Setup: K4, BO 22, K4 (palace on stitch holder), BO 22, (k1, p1) 4 times, turn (8 stitches)
Row 1: (P1, K1) 4 times, turn
Row 2: (K1, P1) 4 times, turn
repeat rows 1 & 2 until strap measures 36” unstretched
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Sample is knit using the pre-strung 
method with beads placed vertically on the 
stitch.
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Chart
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Design your own bag
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Non-Traditional Beads
- Scales -

www.twiceshearedsheep.com
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insert needle to knit, 
place scale curved side 
down on the right 
needle

insert needle to purl, 
place scale curved side 
down on the right 
needle

A correctly placed 
scale

Alternate scale 
placement so that 
scales do not sit 
directly on top of each 
other. This gives the 
illusion of real scales

Wrap the yarn to knit 
and pull the yarn snug 
against the needle

Wrap the yarn to knit 
and pull the yarn snug 
against the needle

Pull the yarn through 
the scale hole

Pull the yarn through 
the scale hole

And through the stitch

And through the stitch

Knit the next stitch to 
lock the scale in place

Purl the next stitch to 
lock the scale in place

Placing scales while knitting - Scales appear on the BACK side of the work

Placing scales while purling - Scales appear on the FRONT side of the work

Tip:
Placing scales is MUCH easier using the English knitting 
style rather than Continental. 

Never tried English? Give it a whirl using the stitch 
videos in the Stitch Library in the bonus section.



Dragon Scale Fingerless Gloves
Practice 

Size: Small / Medium
7” long x 3“ wide

Blocked Gauge:
17 stitches / 24 rows = 4”
in scale pattern stockinette

Materials:
- Approx 100 yrds worsted 
weight yarn
- Size 6 (4.0mm) needles 
- 280 size small aluminum scales 
(Theringlord.com)
- Yarn needle 

Abbreviations:
K - Knit
P - Purl
PS - Place Scale
M1 - Make One
PM - Place Marker

NOTE: Glove is worked inside out, with scales forming on the inside of the knitted tube.

Directions - LEFT HAND
Cast on 32 stitches and divide for knitting in the round
(K2, P2) around for 5 rounds

Scale Pattern:
Round 1: K1, (PS, K1) 7 times, K1, (K2, P2) 4 times
Round 2: K2, (PS, K1) 7 times, (K2, P2) 4 times
Repeat Scale Pattern 4 more times (10 scale rows formed)
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Shape Thumb:
Round 1: Work scale pattern over 16 stitches, K1, PM, M1, K1, M1, PM, P2, (K2, P2) 3 times. (34 stitches)
Round 2: Work scale pattern over 16 stitches, Knit to second marker, slip marker, P2, (K2, P2) 3 times.
Round 3: Work scale pattern over 16 stitches, Knit to marker, slip marker, M1, knit to next marker, M1, slip 
marker, P2, (K2, P2) 3 times. (36 stitches)
Round 4: Work scale pattern over 16 stitches, Knit to second marker, slip marker, P2, (K2, P2) 3 times.
Repeat rounds 3 & 4 until there are 11 stitches between markers. (42 stitches)

Work scale pattern over 16 stitches, K1, remove marker, BO 10 stitches, K1, remove marker, P2, (k2, P2) 3 
times. (32 stitches)

Work Scale Pattern rounds 1 - 2,  4 more times (20 total scale rows completed)
Bind o� all stitches.
Weave in all ends.
Turn glove right side out.

Directions - RIGHT HAND
Cast on 32 stitches and divide for knitting in the round
(P2, K2) around for 5 rounds

Scale Pattern:
Round 1: K1, (PS, K1) 7 times, K1, (P2, K2) 4 times
Round 2: K2, (PS, K1) 7 times, (P2, K2) 4 times
Repeat Scale Pattern 4 more times (10 scale rows formed)

Shape Thumb:
Round 1: Work scale pattern over 16 stitches, (P2, K2) 3 times, PM, M1, K1, M1, PM, K1. (34 stitches)
Round 2: Work scale pattern over 16 stitches, (P2, K2) 3 times, Knit to end.
Round 3: Work scale pattern over 16 stitches, (P2, K2) 3 times, slip marker, M1, knit to next marker, M1, 
slip marker, K1. (36 stitches)
Round 4: Work scale pattern over 16 stitches, (P2, K2) 3 times, Knit to end.
Repeat rounds 3 & 4 until there are 11 stitches between markers. (42 stitches)

Work scale pattern over 16 stitches, (P2, K2) 3 times, remove marker, BO 10 stitches, remove marker, Knit 
to end. (32 stitches)

Work Scale Pattern rounds 1 - 2, 4 more times (20 total scale rows completed)
Bind o� all stitches.
Weave in all ends.
Turn glove right side out.
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Non-Traditional Beads
- Sequins -
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When knitting or 
purling pull the sequin 
through the stitch so 
that it sits on the 
vertical thread over 
the needle

When knitting or 
purling pull the sequin 
through the stitch so 
that it sits on the 
vertical thread over 
the needle

Position the sequin so 
that it sits on the right 
leg and is facing you 
(not the back of the 
work)

When knitting into a 
stitch with a sequin, 
move it to the back of 
the work out of the 
way

Stagger sequin 
placement so that 
they do not stack 
directly on top of each 
other


